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Abstract—In this brief on-going research paper, we summarize
our current work on reconstructing the depth map from a fusion
of multiple estimated depth maps that are generated from a
number of multiple monocular cues. We first analyze a ground
truth depth map to extract a set of depth cues or statistics.
Then, using these depth cues, we process the colored reference
video and generate an estimate of the depth map per monocular
cue. The monocular cues we consider in this work are luminance,
chrominance, motion, and texture. Finally, we plan to integrate all
these estimates into one final depth map. We tested our approach
on different video sequences with different monocular properties.
The results show that the extracted depth maps generate a 3D
video with quality close to the video rendered using the ground
truth depth map. The ultimate goal of this research is to stream
the reference video with very few side depth information for
each frame and thus eliminate the need for the depth streaming
channel in such systems.
Index Terms—Monocular cues, sensor fusion, depth map, 3D
imaging, perceptual quality

I. D ESCRIPTION OF THE O N -G OING W ORK

B. Depth from Monocular Cues in the HVS
The Human Visual system (HVS) exploits a set of visual
depth cues to perceive 3D scenes. These depth cues can be
classified into two classes: binocular and monocular cues.
Binocular cues are the disparities that exist between the two
views seen by both eyes of a particular scene. The HVS
extracts the depth information by comparing two views of
a particular scene. The illusion of 3D is created in today’s
technologies by projecting two views with a slight horizontal
disparity onto the left and right eyes. It is believed that the
human mind creates the illusion of 3D by exploiting the
differences between the perceived images. The HVS can also
extract depth using a single eye. The depth information that
can be extracted from a single view is known as monocular
cue. Monocular depth cues are numerous and the following is
a list of the important cues within the context of our discussion
[1].
•

A. Streaming 3D Video with Implicit Depth
The overall system is illustrated in Figure 1. The main components in the system are:(i) 3D video capturing and content
generation; (ii) 3D content video coding; (iii) transmission;
(iv) decoding the received sequence; (v) generating virtual
views; (vi) displaying the stereoscopic images on the screen.
In this work, we are going to mainly focus on the second
block and the fifth b lock. I nstead o f e ncoding t he d epth map
in the second block, we will extract depth cues and send them
as a side information with the reference colored video. Thus,
eliminating the need for a depth streaming channel. In the
fifth b lock, w e w ill r econstruct t he d epth m ap b y u sing the
depth cues and the combination of monocular cues. The main
purpose of this work is to experiment how successful the two
algorithms or blocks are in reconstructing the depth. If we can
succeed and reconstruct a good quality depth at the receiver
side, then we will have accomplished our goal and will publish
the results in a future conference paper.

•

•

Motion Cue: The HVS can distinguish depth from relative
motion of objects since near objects move faster across
the retina than far objects.
Texture Gradient Cue: Texture is also an important depth
cue. Depth can be extracted from texture by estimating
the shape of a surface based on certain attributes.
Color and Intensity Cues: Depth can also be estimated
from luminance and color variations in the scene. By a
phenomenon known as atmospheric scattering, scenes in
the foreground tend to have higher contrast as compared
to scenes in the background. In addition, brighter or
higher luminance values are often closer to the foreground. Color cues can also be learned heuristically by
prior knowledge such as color of the sky, mountain, land
and others.

The goal of the depth estimation from monocular cues is to
convert depth cues contained in video sequences into actual
depth values of a captured scene. The extraction of depth from
monocular depth cues for 2D-to-3D conversion is a complex
challenge, one that has attracted a lot of attention in the last
decade [2]. Each individual depth cue focuses on different
characteristics of the scene. Therefore, the challenge is to find
an optimal way to combine the information that we obtain
from individual monocular cues. In order to do that, we should

Fig. 1. A block diagram demonstrating the proposed framework for depth maps extraction. The proposed algorithm has two components labeled as (A) and
(B), respectively.

return to the basics and understand how this combination
mechanism works in the Human Visual System (HVS). In a
natural scene, there are several cues that are simultaneously
present. To get a single estimate of the depth map of the scene,
HVS combines the individual cues.
C. Extracting Depth Estimates from Monocular Cues
As mentioned before, we extracted depth estimates from
luminance, chrominance, texture, and motion. In the luminance case, we start by having the histogram of the calculated
depth map at the content generation phase. In the 8-bit case,
we will have 256 depth levels. Similarly, we calculate the
histogram of the luminance component in the corresponding
reference video frame. Then, we start a number of histogram
matching operations that lead us to assign luminance regions
from the luminance histogram to depth levels. After we run
a number of histogram matching operations, in all the videos
we experimented with, we end up with 4 depth levels that can
describe the depth structure while mapping between luminance
and depth map. The same process is used for chrominance.
In the motion and texture case, we developed and implemented an algorithm that jointly maps motion and texture to
depth levels. From our experiments, the combination of motion
and texture outperforms the separate mapping. Figure 2 shows
results of three depth estimates. Motion-based depth estimation
detects changes in the scene corresponding to the motion of
foreground objects. For example, the hands and the arms are
well represented in the motion-based depth map (Figure 2 (a)).
However, texture-based depth estimation fails to account for
mild-textured areas of foreground objects, such as the regions
around the hand in Figure 2(b). When we combine texture
and motion, individual estimates complement each other and
we get a more convincing depth map as shown in Figure 2(c).
Interestingly, the ground truth depth map does not differentiate
between the wall or the background and the floor as shown in
Figure 2(d). It is important to notice that the ground truth is
not the perfect depth map and thus it might not be error-free
as in this case. For this particular case, our combined depth
estimate from both texture and motion differentiate between
the background and the floor as illustrated in Figure 2(c).
The details of these histogram matching algorithms are not
shared here due to space limitation but will be explained
during the conference if this paper is selected for the on-going
work poster session.

(a) Motion-based depth

(c) Combined depth

(b) Texture-based depth

(d) Ground truth depth

Fig. 2. Estimated depth maps from texture and motion for the Pantomime
sequence.

D. Combining Depth Estimates
The simplest approach to model the combination procedure
is the Weak Fusion (WF) model which assumes that depth
cues are isolated from each other and the final estimate is
obtained by simply averaging the individual estimates. On the
other hand, some researchers modeled the combination as a
Strong Fusion (SF) problem which is based on interactive and
holistic processing [3]. According to our observations, WF
model oversimplifies the problem and SF model makes the
situation more problematic to be a practical approach. We need
to combine WF and SF in such a way that we will benefit from
the the advantages of both of the methods. Modified Weak
Fusion (MWF) model is the solution to our problem which
enables processing monocular cues in an isolated way and
uses the information coming from other cues as ancillary cues.
These ancillary cues are used to fill the missing parameters to
convert the relative depth estimates to the absolute ones.
In our ongoing work, we implemented WF model as in
Figure 3. Depth maps are estimated from chrominance, luminance, motion, and texture. Then they’ll be weighted according
to a reliability metric. In the rest of this work, we will focus
on combining these cues in an optimal way with the reliability
metrics that are based on SO, TO and TI [4]. SO is the
standard deviation of depth map errors, TO is the standard

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

Weak fusion model for integration of monocular cues.

Modified Weak fusion model for integration of monocular cues.

deviation of two depth map errors in time domain and TI is the
standard deviation of two depth values in two time instances.
According to the preliminary results of the WF model, we
will implement the MWF model as in Figure 4. Chrominance,
luminance and motion-texture based depth extractions provide
the initial depth map estimates. The interactions between
these monocular cues result in promoting the cues so that
the information extracted from these cues will be in the form
of absolute depth. As a result of the promotion process, we
will get the estimates represented by w10 ,w20 and w30 . Now, we
need to calculate the reliability metrics to combine the depth
estimates. Ancillary cues include both the monocular and
depth cues information so that they will be used to calculate
the reliability of the individual promoted cues and to perform
linear combination. As a result of this promotion process and
robust linear combination, we will obtain a single depth map
estimate.
II. P RELIMINARY RESULTS
In all our experiments, we wrap the virtual view by using
the same reference frame and depth map estimates. At first we
render the view using DIBR [5] and then we apply HHF [6]
to get rid of holes in the rendered view. Depth map sequences
and corresponding rendered views are provided in Figure 5 for
Pantomime sequence and in Figure 6 for Kendo sequence.
These sequences are provided by the 3D MOBILE project [7].
Figure 5 shows examples of the ground truth and estimated
depth maps along with their corresponding synthesized views
from the Pantomime sequence. In terms of the overall
subjective quality, the synthesis from the Y -based depth outperforms the CR and CB based ones. This can be observed
by looking at Figure 5 (b), (d) and (f). However, the Y -based
depth fails to accurately capture non-uniformly textured area,
such as the area between the red tie and the right arm of
the clown with the yellow hat in Figure 5 (b). These areas
are best represented in the CB -based synthesis (Figure 5 (f)).
Furthermore, the edges are highly spatially distorted in the
synthesized views from the CR -based and CB -based depths
(Figure 5 (d) and (f)). These distortions around the edges vary
between the two views depending on the color content. For
example, heavily red areas are more distorted in CR -based

synthesized view, as can be observed in Figure 5 (d). On the
other hand, the edges of the arms on the left are more distorted
in the CB -based synthesized view (Figure 5 (f)). These spatial
distortions are absent in the Y -based synthesized view, as seen
in Figure 5 (b). Complementary structure of the motion and
texture results in a high quality rendered view as it can be
observed in Figure 5(h).
Depth map estimates and the rendered views for the Kendo
sequence are shown in Figure 6. In this case, the synthesis
from the CR -based depth outperforms the Y and CB based
ones as it can be observed from Figure 6 (b), (d) and (f). The
edges are spatially distorted in the synthesized views from the
Y and CB channels, especially around the people who are
located at the background.
III. C ONCLUSION
Overall, the rendered views from the reconstructed depth
maps are comparable to the rendered view from the ground
truth depth map. However, in order to guarantee a permanent
high-quality standard, we have to perform a robust linear
combination of these individual cues. The most important
conclusion that we can get from the previous observations
is the varying reliability of the monocular cues. Therefore,
we need to take into account the interactions between the
monocular cues to perform the linear combination adaptively.
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Fig. 5.

Pantomime depth maps and synthesized views.

(e) Depth from CB

Fig. 6.

(f) Synthesized using CB

Kendo depth maps and synthesized views.

